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3 SAFETY LEVELS
for your family

Safety plays a very important role in our 
lives, and when it comes to the proper 
protection of our home, we want to 
choose the best and most effective 
solution. Certainly aluminium external 
roller shutters are one of them. They 
protect our domestic premises, consitute 
an additional barrier to the outside world 
discouraging any potential burglar to force 
entry.

It is generally approved that every roller 
shutter is anti-burglary, but this is not entirely 
true. Standard roller shutters can act as a 
deterrent to unwanted intruders, but in reality 
they do not have the appropriate security 
features to guarantee effective protection 
against burglary. Only the selection of an 
appropriate system and its proper installation 
guarantee effective protection against 
uninvited guests.

Thinking about Investors for whom security is of particular importance, Aluprof has
designed two anti-burglary roller shutter systems and roller shutter system with
impeded access, which depending on the needs, have different types of protection.
The proposed anti-burglary constructions can be used in both front-mounted and
under plaster systems. The colour palette of roller shutter construction elements
available in our offer will surely allow you to match the window joinery, and thus
meet the needs of even the most demanding users.

EFFECTIVE PROTECTION

RIGHT CHOICE

WELL THOUGHT-OUT TECHNOLOGY

LET'S BUILD A BETTER FUTURE

ALUPROF ANTI-BURGLARY ROLLER 
SHUTTER SYSTEMS

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
external roller shutters?

SAFETY – roller shutters may discourage a potential burglar. As a result,
we can feel safe in our home.

ACOUSTIC INSULATION – roller shutters help to reduce the noise 
coming from the outside.

EXCELLENT THERMAL INSULATION – roller shutters significantly reduce
heat loss through windows and doors in the winter season.

PRIVACY – roller shutters provide effective protection against intruders
therefore we can feel comfortable in our home.

WINDOW PROTECTION – roller shutters effectively protect window 
joinery against harmful external factors such as: wind, rain or direct 
sunlight.

SAVINGS – roller shutters contribute to the reduction of expenses for 
heating in winter and air conditioning in summer.

SUNSHADE – roller shutters perfectly protect rooms from overheating
in summer.

PEACEFUL REST - thanks to the use of intelligent control, roller 
shutters can be managed and scenarios created from anywhere and 
anytime.
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Anti-burglary roller shutter system Aluprof Safety
Premium is a highly technically advanced prod-
uct, which thanks to the design of innovative 
structural elements has successfully passed spe-
cialized tests and was the first system in Poland 
to receive the RC3 class of burglary resistance. Ef-
fective protection is guaranteed here by, among
others, reinforced construction of guide chan-
nels, which does not allow for bending and pull-
ing out the roller shutter profiles and special 
reinforcement in the endslat, ensuring high ri-
gidity and stability of the curtain. In addition, 
adequately strong and durable construction of 
roller shutter curtain made of extruded alumini-
um profiles prevents any damage during impact. 
In addition, the latch system in the lower part of 
the roller shutter prevents the closed roller shut-
ter from being lifted, which guarantees effective 
protection of the house.

Endslat reinforcement
– high rigidity and
stability of the curtain

Robust and durable curtain made
of extruded profiles PE41 provides
resistance to impact

Patented latch system
at the bottom of the roller
shutter protects against
attempt to raise
the curtain

An adequately strong construction
of roller shutter curtain prevents
any damage during impact

Aluprof Safety Basic roller shutter system with im-
peded access is a solution which at first glance does 
not differ from a standard roller shutter. It was cre-
ated mainly for investors who are not particualrly 
interested in certified products. An additional rein-
forcement of the end slat and the latch system in 
the endslat used in the Aluprof Safety Plus option, is 
used in the product. The latch system makes it diffi-
cult to lift the roller shutter curtain when attempting 
to open manually the shutter from the bottom and 
enter into the property. Moreover, the roller shutter 
curtain, which is made of profiles filled with polyu-
rethane foam, is fixed to the round reel by means of 
reinforced brackets called Octoeasy, which are diffi-
cult to unfasten in comparison to those used in the 
standard option. Thanks to these procedures, the 
external roller shutter is an effective barrier against 
uninvited guests.

Aluprof Safety Plus anti-burglary roller shutter 
system is a proposal addressed to investors for 
whom security issues are of vital importance 
and are looking for a certified solution at an af-
fordable price. The main advantage of the prod-
uct is a specially developed latch system in the 
endslat, which makes it difficult to lift the roller 
shutter curtain when attempting to open man-
ually the shutter from the bottom and enter 
into the property. Thanks to the reinforcement 
of the guide channels and the bottom endslat, 
it is also difficult to pull out single roller shutter 
profiles and thus dismantle the curtain. Its ro-
bust and durable construction, made of extrud-
ed profiles PE41 provides increased resistance 
to impact. The proposed solution has been suc-
cessfully tested in a research institute and has 
been certified in the RC2 burglary resistance 
class.

SAFETY 
Premium

SAFETY 
Plus

RC 2

anti-burglary roller shutter

RC 3

anti-burglary roller shutter

A specially developed latch system
in the endslat, which makes it difficult

to lift the roller shutter curtain when
attempting to open manually 

the shutter from the bottom

Aluprof Safety Plus
latch system

Reinforced brackets Octoeasy
which make the curtain

difficult to unfasten

The reinforced
construction of guide

channels prevents from
pulling out single profiles

SAFETY
Basic 

SAFETY Premium SAFETY Plus SAFETY Basic

Reinforced construction
of guide channels

which prevents bending
and pulling out the roller

shutter profiles




